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BLENADART Series
White
Natural

 Acid Resist     Shade Guide Usage  P.E.I. Mohs     Frost Resist
V4   5     5 N/A      YES  YES

U/M   PCS/CTN SF/CTN  CTN/PLT SF/ PLT       LBS/CTNPRODUCT DESCRIPTION

FIELD 6"x48" (rectified) SF   6   11.6208    40  464.832  52.8

BLENDART is the new collection with a marked metropolitan spirit. It recreates the charming look of the aged wood 
with an extraordinary and trendy version: a painted effect in which once again the time left his deep marks. A mix of details
that make BLENDART a unique material with a rich and deep natural aesthetic appearance.
Techically, this rectified series has 80 individual design faces in 6x48, through the latest digital technology and it is produced
in a porcelain color body for each color. Ideal for residential and commercial applications.
DCOF  test result exceed .42  both, wet and dry

IMPORTANT: FOR APPLICATIONS WITH SPECIFIC SLIP RESISTANCE REQUIREMENTS,
PLEASE CONFIRM COEFFICIENT OF FRICTION TESTING BEFORE SELECTION OF TILE
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BLENDART is a rectified porcelain tile that is produced with the most innovative digital ink-jet printing system available. The advanced technology allows imaging 
with absolute natural aesthetic results. BLENDART receives its design inspiration from an extraordinary "paint effect" that overlaps with the an unrefined wood 
design, giving the Blendart a true Metropolitan spirit. The mix of these elements result in an "artistic" wood with a modern mood suitable for a variety of design 
themes in both floor and wall applications.  The 6x48 format has 80 individual design faces and is represented in 5 current color offerings that bring this unique 
series to the forefront of current design trends in the marketplace.  
Coefficient of friction test results exceed A.D.A recommendations ASTM C-1028 >0.60 wet DCOF >0.42    
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